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SUMMARY OF FEASIBILITY STUDY
A. INTRODUCTION
This Feasibility Study Report summarizes the conceptual design for alternatives investigated to
rehabilitate or replace the existing Route 116 (Coffin Street) over Piscataquis River Bridge (#3040),
located approximately 0.1 miles northeast of Route 6/155 in Howland. The project includes approach
roadways beginning approximately 450 feet west of the Lagrange Road (Route 155) intersection with
Coffin Street (Route 116), extending northeasterly across Bridge #03040, and approximately 200 feet
beyond the intersection of Water Street to the east. The project also includes modifications to the Route
116 / Route 155 intersection, Water Street and Front Street, depending on the design alternative
investigated. In the interest of expediency to arrive at a recommended design-build alternative, hydraulic
studies were not performed and geotechnical studies were limited to a baseline report only. Vertical
profiles were also not fully developed in determining the slope limits for each alternative.
There are several key project issues which factor significantly in the successful execution of this project,
and are addressed in the discussion of each alternative. They are also highlighted and color-coded, in
terms of acceptability, in the Construction Alternative Matrix located at the end of this summary section.
At this concept level, the following key issues were noted:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Downtown connectivity – Schools and emergency services located on the east side of the river
dictate that maintenance of traffic operations during construction be as efficient and
accommodating as possible to the general public, while improving this integral downtown
transportation link.
Utilities – A major communications line and sanitary sewer force main are currently located on
the existing bridge. These critical utilities need to be relocated in some fashion (depending upon
the selected alternative) and need to be maintained at all times. Also, alternatives with a
downstream relocation or construction require a permanent relocation of the Howland Water
District’s water main crossing along the river bottom, Bangor Hydro’s aerial high voltage
distribution and transmission lines, and Polaris Cable Service’s CATV line spanning the river.
All these are located immediately adjacent to the downstream side of the existing bridge.
Right of Way – Four properties on the western approach roadways (a redemption center,
apartment building, warehouse, and residential property) are subject to varying degrees of impact,
depending upon the selected alternative. In addition, a downstream bridge relocation alternative
impacts the public ice rink property on the west approach and utility property on the east
approach.
Public boat launch – The boat launch is located directly northwest of the Route 116 / Water Street
intersection, and immediately adjacent to the upstream side of the existing bridge. This property
is believed to qualify under Section 4(f) of the Federal Department of Transportation Act (DOT
Act) of 1966, which will require additional regulatory approvals for any proposed impacts to the
property. This property is expected to be utilized as a temporary staging area for the contractor
during construction, and is expected to be re-graded and/or reconfigured for future use as a boat
ramp when the project is complete.
Maintenance of traffic – Operations to maintain traffic during construction vary among the
alternatives. As mentioned with the downtown connectivity, these operations need to be as
efficient as possible for general public acceptance, and to not be a detractor for the overall
project.
Existing Howland dam - Approximately 0.2 miles downstream from the existing bridge is the
Howland Dam. The dam has been purchased by the Penobscot River Restoration Trust, who plan
to decommission the dam, remove the flashboards and install fish bypasses in an effort to restore
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migratory patterns of 11 sea-run fish in the Penobscot River and its tributaries, including the
Piscataquis River. The removal of the dam flashboards should have only a marginal impact on
the design flood elevations, as the flashboard are designed to fail at high flows. Median flows
(average daily) will be reduced by approximately 3.8 ft based on documentation provided by the
Trust. The potential reduction in the average daily water elevation will increase the freeboard
(clearance) to the underside of the bridge. Timing of the dam decommissioning should be
monitored during final design of the Howland Bridge project, as potential coordination issues
associated with two adjacent projects of significant size occurring simultaneously may need to be
evaluated and addressed.

Existing Bridge:
The existing bridge (#3040) carrying Route 116 (Coffin Street) over the Piscataquis River is a 528 ft.long, 3 span, riveted Pennsylvania thru-truss bridge with rolled section verticals, subties, substruts, and
diagonals, supporting a non-composite concrete deck and sidewalk with a bituminous wearing surface.
Steel lattice bridge railings exist along both fascias. Abutments are mass concrete with flared wingwalls
on spread footings founded on a gravel base. Mass concrete piers have spread footings founded on gravel
base. There is no evidence that any of the substructure footings bear directly on bedrock, and as such are
assumed to bear on gravel base. This assumption was further verified by the results of Boring BB-HPR107 taking in August 2008, which cored through the existing east pier and showed gravel overlying sand
beneath the bottom of footing. The existing bridge was constructed in 1928, replacing the original 4-span
truss bridge that was built in 1919.
The existing bridge is in fair to poor condition, has insufficient roadway width (20’), has scour critical
foundations with evidence of undermining, and has inadequate load capacity. Based on the latest
condition inspection (3/20/07), the existing bridge has a 31-ton inventory load rating, not meeting the
required 36 ton rating.
The superstructure, (including floor beams and truss members) is in fair condition. Vertical truss
members, overhead sway bracing and lattice bridge rail have impact damage. Rust and paint loss is
prevalent throughout the truss members, with some section loss and critical bottom chord deterioration.
The concrete deck and bituminous wearing surface are in fair condition. The deck geometry is severely
substandard (20’ curb-to-curb) and is appraised as intolerable. Lattice bridge railings are substandard, as
are the guardrail transitions.
The substructure is in poor condition, with the pier concrete exhibiting significant cracking and spalls,
and the pier footings showing evidence of scour with undermining. The east pier has an exposed footing
with undermining of up to 24” deep x 19”, which has increased in size and depth since the previous
underwater inspection in 2000. The west pier has footing exposure of up to 15” at its nose only. Typical
scour deposits of sand are evident downstream of the piers.
The 2003 Historical Bridge Management Plan determined that the existing bridge has average historical
ranking due to its use of rolled sections throughout the truss. However, it was determined that this type of
construction was considered appropriate and common for the period in which it was built. It was
determined that the bridge has no preservation potential for its current usage due to its structural
deficiencies and intolerable deck geometry. It was determined that the bridge may have some
preservation potential in an alternate use.

Utilities:
The existing bridge carries a sanitary sewer line owned by the Town of Howland beneath the sidewalk on
the downstream side of the deck, supported by the sidewalk stringers. The bridge also carries a
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communications line owned by Mid-Maine Telecom on the upstream side of the bridge, supported
overhead on the upper laterals between the top chord truss members.
The Howland Water Department has an existing water line buried parallel to the existing bridge
approximately 20 feet downstream of the existing bridge, which runs across the river.
Two sets of overhead electrical transmission lines from the Howland Dam exist immediately downstream
of the existing bridge, crossing the river. Electrical lines are owned by the Bangor Hydro-Electric
Company and may be subject to FERC oversight. Polaris Cable Services also runs their line over the
river on Bangor Hydro’s set of distribution poles immediately downstream of the existing bridge.

B. SELECTED ALTERNATES FOR COMPARATIVE STUDY:
1. Alternate #1 - Full Rehabilitation of Existing Bridge:
Alternate #1 involves the full rehabilitation of the existing bridge, in an effort to bring the existing
bridge up to a minimum load rating capacity of 36 tons (HS-20) and repair deteriorated and damaged
members to provide the structure with an expected 50 years of additional design life. The existing
bridge will be closed to all vehicular and pedestrian traffic for approximately 13 months during
construction. Vehicular access to the eastern side of the Piscataquis River will be provided by
construction of a temporary interchange off I-95 in the vicinity of North Howland Road and Water
Street.
See Figures No. 1-4, and 14-16 for details associated with Alternate #1. Of note, the rehabilitation of
the existing bridge only improves the structural capacity and condition of the existing bridge.
Rehabilitation will not affect the existing substandard deck width of 20’, leaving the rehabilitated
bridge with intolerable deck geometry.
Description of Rehabilitation:
SUPERSTRUCTURE: The steel truss has several deficient members as taken from the Load
Rating Summary dated 4/21/78. The members in question are the intermediate floorbeams, top
chord U1 to U2, bottom chord L4 to L5 and diagonal U2 to M3 as shown on Figure 4. These
members rate below the 36 ton HS-20 requirement. It is recommended that new ratings of all
members be calculated based on the results of the latest condition inspection of the bridge
(3/20/07) to determine if additional members have deteriorated to the point of requiring
strengthening. To meet the required rating several strengthening measures are suggested. All
intermediate floorbeams must be strengthened, with additional cover plates top and bottom
recommended. Top Chord U1 to U2 is recommended to be strengthened by providing an
additional cover plate. Bottom Chord L4 to L5 as well as Diagonal U2 to M3 require
strengthening; with adding tension rods to these members being one method to increase the
capacity beyond the minimum load rating of HS-20.
In addition to the steel truss repairs as mentioned above, the existing bridge will require a new
concrete deck with a new wearing surface. The steel-lattice bridge railings and concrete sidewalk
have also been determined to be deficient and should be replaced.
As mentioned previously, the steel superstructure shows prevalent rust and paint loss. As such,
the entire superstructure shall be blast-cleaned and painted to prevent further deterioration.
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Several members of the overhead transverse bracing show signs of impact damage and shall be
repaired or replaced. Additional investigation regarding replacement of damaged members shall
be performed during final design.
Within the full rehabilitation option, the existing bridge lighting shall be upgraded or replaced to
meet the illumination needs of the roadway.
SUBSTRUCTURE: As previously stated, the existing pier concrete is exhibiting significant
cracking and spalling. Existing mass piers will have their concrete surfaces patched and repaired.
Existing mass abutments and wingwalls will also have their concrete surfaces patched and
repaired. Spalls and hollows shall be patched and cracks repaired utilizing epoxy injection.
Abutments and piers shall have any areas around their footings which are exposed or undermined
backfilled, and then have heavy riprap scour protection installed around the footings. All
abutment and pier footings require riprap scour protection to be installed.
Design Life:
50 years after rehabilitation, to be followed by a complete replacement.
Roadway Impacts:
This alternative retains the alignment of Route 116 in the current location and has only minor
corrective profile work to be done on the east side of the river. The profile correction will be
done in conjunction with realignment of the Route 116/Front Street intersection where a more
proper “T” intersection is to be reconstructed.
ROW Impacts:
With no adjustment to the bridge elevation, Right of Way issues are minimal, requiring no takes
and possibly only minor slope impacts on the boat launch property.
Utility Impacts:
Existing sanitary sewer and communication lines supported on the existing bridge are to remain
in-place and do not require relocation. No utility impacts are anticipated.
Maintenance of Traffic:
The existing bridge will be taken out of service for approximately 13 months during
rehabilitation, thus necessitating the creation of access to I-95, off North Howland Road (Water
Street), with the use of temporary , full-directional ramps. This will retain access to the interstate
for the easterly portion of downtown Howland, and will aid in maintaining downtown
connectivity, albeit in a very indirect route.
A permanent ramp alternative for maintenance of traffic (and potential permanent bridge
removal) was investigated early on, but found to be cost-prohibitive, adding approximately $3.5
million to the cost of the project. The ramifications of a permanent downtown bridge removal
were also deemed to be not reasonable due to the in-town location of school facilities and
emergency services. These and other socioeconomic factors associated with the loss of this key
in-town transportation link make the reality of a permanent I-95 interchange remote.
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Environmental Impacts:
The use of cofferdams is assumed at the abutments and piers in order to perform concrete
patching and repairs in a dry condition. Installation and removal of cofferdams will result in local
disturbance of the river bottom. Cofferdam footprints will be minimized to lessen environmental
impacts.
Minimal Section 4(f) impacts are anticipated, as impacts to the public boat launch are expected to
be minor.
Constructability:
Based on a conceptual evaluation, truss member strengthening and repairs are anticipated to
involve reinforcing of existing members, which can be performed easily with conventional
construction methods and materials. In the event that final design requires complete member
replacement, complexities involving temporary load transfer devices and supports will need to be
investigated.
Overall, this alternate is a significant rehabilitation with few utility coordination and relocation
issues.
Hydraulic Capacity:
Currently the bridge does not provide adequate freeboard during flooding events, with hydraulic
overtopping of the deck occurring in the past. The bottom of the existing superstructure is at
approximately El. 155.0, 1.5 feet below the Q50 water elevation of El. 156.5, and 2.5 feet below
the Q100 water elevation of El. 157.5. Maine DOT standards require 4 feet of freeboard above
the Q50 water elevation on all new major riverine bridges, and 1 foot of freeboard above the
Q100 water elevation.
This alternative only rehabilitates the existing structure, and does not alter the vertical geometry
of the bridge and approach roadway. As a result, the hydraulic freeboard will remain
substandard.
Construction Cost:
Construction cost for Alternate #1 – Full Rehabilitation of Existing Bridge is estimated at $9.15
Million in 2009 dollars. This cost does not include other program cost such as engineering,
construction inspection, project administration, etc. See Section VII – Conceptual Estimate for a
detailed estimate of the construction cost.
Construction costs are conceptual in nature, and will be refined in Final Design. It should be
further noted that although the rehabilitation alternate is the least costly alternative, by
approximately $490,000 (or approximately 5.3%), when considering life-cycle costs associated
with maintenance and bridge replacement required in 50 years, it is expected to be considerably
more expensive than the other alternates involving initial bridge replacement.
Construction Duration:
Construction duration to rehabilitate the existing bridge is estimated at 19 months, which includes
painting of the entire superstructure, the actual construction, and then the partial removal of the
required temporary interchange (as required by FHWA). The bridge will be closed to traffic with
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detours to a temporary interchange for approximately 13 months. The future design-build
contractor will refine the construction methods and schedule during final design.

2. Alternate #2 – Bridge Replacement on Existing Alignment:
Alternate #2 involves replacing the existing bridge with a completely new bridge on the existing
horizontal alignment. The vertical profile of the new bridge and approach roadways will be raised
approximately 4 to 5 feet in order to provide adequate freeboard (vertical clearance) between the
Q100 water elevation and the bottom of the new superstructure. The existing bridge crossing will be
closed to all vehicular and pedestrian traffic for approximately 17 months during construction of the
new bridge. Vehicular access to the eastern side of the Piscataquis River will be provided by
construction of a temporary interchange off I-95 in the vicinity of North Howland Road and Water
Street.
See Figures No. 3, 5, 6, and 14-16 for details associated with Alternate #2.
Description of Replacement:
SUPERSTRUCTURE: The new bridge will be a 4 span continuous structure consisting of
welded plate girders supporting a composite reinforced concrete deck slab with a bituminous
concrete overlay on membrane waterproofing. The concrete deck will have an out-to-out width
of 42’-4”, carrying an 11 ft.-wide travel lane in each direction with 6 ft. shoulders, in addition to a
5’ wide concrete sidewalk located on the northwest edge of bridge deck. Travel lanes are to have
a normal 2% cross slope, with shoulders sloped at 4%. Railings will consist of standard steel 4bar traffic / pedestrian railing along the sidewalk, and standard 4-bar steel bicycle railing on the
southeast edge of bridge deck. It is anticipated that girders will sit on steel-reinforced elastomeric
bearings, with longitudinal fixity developed through anchor bolts at Pier No. 2. Deck joints are
located at the abutments and are expected to be finger-type joints.
Proposed Span Configuration: 121’-151.5’-151.5’-121’, Total length = 545 ft.
Painted Steel vs. Weathering Steel: Consideration was given in this study toward the use of
painted steel vs. uncoated weathering steel. Due to the high future maintenance costs associated
with field painting of steel bridges, particularly over water, life cycle costs would make the use of
painted steel at the project site unfavorable over weathering steel. It can be expected that initial
cost differences between painted steel and weathering steel are negligible. The increased
freeboard (vertical clearance) over the water surface, due to the combination of raising the
vertical profile of the bridge and the removal of the dam flashboards, will improve air circulation
beneath the superstructure, thus minimizing the potential of weathering steel girders to experience
long-term, regular periods of condensation. Therefore, welded plate girders fabricated from
weathering steel are recommended for this site.
SUBSTRUCTURE: Concrete cantilevered type abutments with flared wingwalls are
recommended. Due to their location within or adjacent to the river channel and the history of
scour evident at the existing bridge site, abutment foundations shall utilize either spread footings
founded directly on bedrock, or deep foundations with piles or drilled shafts driven to bedrock
(refusal). Socketing the drilled shafts into bedrock to resist lateral loads shall be investigated in
final design. Due to the proximity of the existing Route 116 / River Street intersection, the
proposed west abutment is recommended to occupy the same general location as the existing west
abutment. It is also recommended that the east abutment be located behind the existing east
abutment for easier construction and subsequent removal of the existing abutment. This will also
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allow for removal of the earth build-out behind the existing abutment which projects into the
river, creating a more natural stream channel and eliminating the hydraulic contraction at this
location.
All three piers are located in the river and shall be mass concrete type with spread footings
founded directly on bedrock. The upstream nose of the piers shall be designed / shaped to
effectively break up or deflect floating ice and debris. A steel plate nosing is recommended on
the upstream nose of the piers to protect the pier concrete from ice and debris impact damage.
Cofferdams will be required to construct the abutments and piers in the dry, as well as confine
sediment and debris generated during construction. Cofferdams will also be required for the
removal of the existing abutments and piers.
Contractor access into the river during construction will be via barge or temporary trestle, likely
from the public boat launch area.
Design Life:
75 years for the new bridge.
Roadway Impacts:
As with the rehabilitation alternative (Alternate #1), this alternative retains the alignment of
Route 116 in the current location. However, in order to achieve proper flood design standards for
the replacement bridge, a new profile approximately 4’ to 5’ higher in elevation is required. The
higher profile results in more lengthy tie-ins for the Route 116 mainline approaches, and for the
side road approaches along River Road and Front Street.
ROW Impacts:
With the bridge elevation raised by approximately 4’ to 5’, Right of Way impacts become an
issue with this alternative. The redemption center and apartment building on the west side could
be saved with the use of small retaining type walls, however they would likely lose most of their
access and functionality, and therefore would likely be total takes. The raised profile also results
in further encroachment of the east embankment onto the boat launch property. Though the
launch will continue to function, parking for the facility will be reduced somewhat, and may
require slight rework of the site to maintain current parking capacity.
Utility Impacts:
Impacts to the utilities for this option are significant, complex and costly. In order to facilitate
removal of the existing bridge, the existing sanitary sewer force main and communication lines
(supported on the existing bridge), will need to be relocated temporarily or permanently, prior to
the onset of construction. Coordination with (and funding for) the utilities will need to be
immediate.
Maintenance of Traffic:
The existing bridge will need to be removed at the onset of construction to allow for the
construction of the new in-place structure. This will necessitate the creation of access to I-95, off
North Howland Road (Water Street), with the use of temporary ramps. This will retain access to
the interstate for the easterly portion of downtown Howland, and will aid in maintaining
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downtown connectivity, albeit in a very indirect route. It is anticipated that the existing crossing
will be closed, with traffic detoured to a temporary interchange for approximately 17 months
during construction.
A permanent ramp alternative for maintenance of traffic was investigated early on, but found to
be cost-prohibitive, adding approximately $3.5 million to the cost of the project. The temporary
loss of this key in-town transportation link factors strongly into this alternative’s public
acceptance. Response times for EMS type services, and bus routing for the schools located on the
east side, are considerable factors as well.

Environmental Impacts:
The use of cofferdams is required for construction of the new abutments and piers, as well as for
the demolition of the existing abutments and piers. Cofferdams will allow for construction and
demolition to be performed in a dry condition and will contain debris and sediment within the
cofferdam cell. Installation and removal of cofferdams will result in local disturbance of the river
bottom. Cofferdam footprints will be minimized to lessen areas impacted environmentally.
Minimal Section 4(f) impacts are anticipated due to minor impacts to the public boat launch
resulting from the 4 to 5 ft. raising of the bridge and approach roadway profile, as well as the
reconfiguration of the Route 116 / Water Street intersection.
Constructability:
This alternate involves the most difficult construction of the four alternates evaluated in this
study. Replacing the existing bridge, with a new bridge on the existing alignment, results in
complex utility coordination and relocation issues for the bridge-mounted utilities (sanitary sewer
and communications). In addition, constructing a new structure within the same footprint as the
existing bridge requires increased coordination by the Contractor to build the new substructure
while avoiding the existing substructure units, or having to remove them prior to beginning new
construction.
Hydraulic Capacity:
The vertical profile of the new bridge is being raised 4 to 5 feet to provide a minimum of 2 feet of
freeboard above the Q100 water surface of El. 157.50. A design exception for waiving the
requirement of 4 feet of freeboard above the Q50 water surface of El. 156.50 should be
considered during final design based on a hydraulic analysis of the site and potential local
flooding caused by the proposed elevated approach roadways.
Construction Cost:
Construction cost for Alternate #2 – Bridge Replacement on Existing Alignment is estimated at
$10.73 Million in 2009 dollars. This cost does not include other program costs such as
engineering, construction inspection, project administration, etc. See Section VII – Construction
Estimate for a detailed estimate of the construction cost. Construction costs are conceptual in
nature, and will be refined in final design.
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Construction Duration:
Construction duration to replace the existing bridge is estimated at 22 months, which includes
demolition and removal of the existing bridge, construction of the new bridge, utility relocations,
as well as the construction and partial removal of the required temporary interchange. The bridge
will be closed to traffic with detours to a temporary interchange for approximately 17 months.
The future design-build Contractor will refine the construction methods and schedule during final
design.

3. Alternate #3 – Staged Bridge Replacement, Upstream Parallel Alignment:
Alternate #3 involves replacing the existing bridge in two stages, with a new bridge located on a
parallel alignment to the existing bridge, 32 feet upstream. This minimum 32’ shift in alignment was
evaluated to investigate if ROW impacts could be reduced on an upstream parallel alignment. The
vertical alignment of the new bridge and approach roadways will be raised approximately 4 to 5 feet
in order to provide adequate freeboard (vertical clearance) between the Q100 water elevation and the
bottom of the new superstructure.
During Stage 1 construction, the existing bridge will remain open to all vehicular and pedestrian
traffic while the upstream portion of the new bridge will be constructed to carry an 11 ft. lane with 2
ft. shoulders and a 5’ sidewalk. In Stage 2, temporary signals will be installed at each approach to the
new bridge, the existing bridge will be closed to all vehicular and pedestrian traffic, and the upstream
portion of the new bridge built in Stage 1 will be opened to alternating one-way vehicular traffic and
pedestrian traffic. The alternating one-way traffic is expected to be in-place for approximately 16
months. The existing bridge will be demolished and removed and the downstream portion of the new
bridge will be constructed to complete the bridge.
See Figures No. 7-9, and 14 for details associated with Alternate #3.
Description of Replacement:
SUPERSTRUCTURE: The new bridge will be a 4 span continuous structure consisting of
welded plate girders supporting a composite reinforced concrete deck slab with a bituminous
concrete overlay on membrane waterproofing. The concrete deck will have an out-to-out width
of 42’-4”, carrying an 11 ft.-wide travel lane in each direction with 6 ft. shoulders, in addition to a
5’ wide concrete sidewalk located on the northwest edge of bridge deck. Travel lanes are to have
a normal 2% cross slope, with shoulders sloped at 4%. Railings will consist of standard steel 4bar traffic / pedestrian railing along the sidewalk, and standard steel 4-bar bicycle railing on the
southeast edge of bridge deck. The girders are anticipated to sit on steel-reinforced elastomeric
bearings, with longitudinal fixity developed through anchor bolts at Pier No. 2. Deck joints are
located at the abutments and are expected to be finger-type joints.
Due to the deck widths required during stage construction, a closure or zipper deck pour is
recommended.
Proposed Span Configuration: 126’-157’-157’-126’, Total length = 566 ft.
Painted Steel vs. Weathering Steel: Welded plate girders fabricated from weathering steel are
recommended at this site. See discussion under Alternate #2 above.
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SUBSTRUCTURE: Concrete cantilevered type abutments with flared wingwalls are
recommended. Due to their location within or adjacent to the river channel and the history of
scour evident at the existing bridge site, abutment foundations shall utilize either spread footings
founded directly on bedrock, or deep foundations with piles or drilled shafts driven to bedrock
(refusal). Due to the proximity of the existing Route 116 / River Street intersection, the proposed
west abutment is recommended to occupy the same general location as the existing west
abutment. It is also recommended that the east abutment be located behind the existing east
abutment for easier construction and subsequent removal of the existing abutment. This will also
allow for removal of the earth build-out behind the existing abutment which projects into the
river, creating a more natural stream channel and eliminating the hydraulic contraction at this
location.
All three piers are located in the river and shall be mass concrete type with spread footings
founded directly on bedrock. The upstream nose of the piers shall be designed / shaped to
effectively break up or deflect floating ice and debris. A steel plate nosing is recommended on
the upstream nose of the piers to protect the pier concrete from ice and debris impact damage.
Due to the proximity of the existing bridge abutments and piers, the new bridge abutment and
piers will be required to be built in stages similar to the superstructure to avoid the existing
substructure units.
Cofferdams will be required to construct the abutments and piers in the dry, as well as confine
sediment and debris generated during construction. Cofferdams will also be required for the
removal of the existing abutments and piers.
Contractor access into the river during construction will be via barge or temporary trestle, likely
from the public boat launch area.
Design Life:
75 years for the new bridge.
Roadway Impacts:
This alternative moves the alignment of Route 116 upstream by 32’ allowing for a staged
construction scenario. As with Alternative #2, in order to achieve proper flood design standards
for the replacement bridge, a new profile approximately 5’ higher in elevation is required. The
combination of slightly relocated intersections and a higher profile results in more lengthy tie-ins
for the Route 116 mainline approaches, and for the side road approaches along River Road and
Front Street.
ROW Impacts:
With the bridge elevation coming up by approximately 5’, and the intersections translating to the
north, Right of Way issues are apparent with this alternative. The redemption center and
apartment building on the west approach become definite takings. The second, third, and likely
fourth properties up River Road will need slope easements. The new location and raised profile
also results in further encroachment of the east embankment onto the boat launch property.
Though the launch will continue to function as normal, parking for the facility will be reduced.
Potential open space remaining on the south side of the intersection, in combination with rework
of the existing site, will be needed to maintain current parking capacity. Retaining walls could be
used at the design-build team’s discretion to help limit impacts.
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Utility Impacts:
Impacts to the utilities for this option are significant, but more manageable than in Alternative #2.
With staged construction, provisions can be made on the upstream side of the new bridge to
support the existing sanitary sewer force main and communication lines while the existing
systems remain functional on the existing bridge. These systems can then be transferred over, or
permanently relocated, in a more timely and planned manner. Coordination with (and funding
for) the utilities will still need to occur early on in the construction schedule.
Maintenance of Traffic:
The existing bridge will remain in service during the first phase of construction. However, during
the second phase, traffic will be rerouted to the north side of the new bridge, which will be only
one lane wide. This requires the use of temporary alternating signals to allow traffic back and
forth across the river one direction at a time for approximately 16 months. Current indications
are that this is manageable, but is likely at the upper end for delay and level of service, and could
result in negative public acceptance as well as the potential for backing traffic up into the Route 6
through-movement on the west side of the river. This could further impact response times and
effectiveness of EMS type services across the river.
Environmental Impacts:
The use of cofferdams is required for construction of the new abutments and piers, as well as for
the demolition of the existing abutments and piers. Cofferdams will allow for construction and
demolition to be performed in a dry condition and will contain debris and sediment within the
cofferdam cell. Installation and removal of cofferdams will result in local disturbance of the river
bottom. Cofferdam footprints will be minimized to lessen areas impacted environmentally.
Section 4(f) impacts are anticipated due to significant impacts to the public boat launch resulting
from 32’ upstream shift in the bridge and Route 116 alignment, the 4 to 5 ft. rising of the bridge
and approach roadway profile, as well as the reconfiguration of the Route 116 / Water Street
intersection. Boaters will likely be required to park on a potential new parking area to the
downstream side of the new alignment.
Constructability:
Construction of the new bridge in two stages results in additional complexities for both
superstructure and substructure construction. Cofferdams will need to be installed in stages and
vertical construction joints provided in abutment stems and mass piers. Deck forming will be
more complex due to the staged construction and recommended closure pour required. In
general, clearances between the new and existing structure result in construction in tighter
quarters, requiring increased contractor attention, reduced tolerances, slower production and
increased costs.
Utility coordination is simplified over Alternate #2, as existing bridge-mounted utilities can be
permanently relocated to the upstream portion of the new bridge built in Stage 1, with no
temporary or off-bridge relocation required.
Hydraulic Capacity:
The vertical profile of the new bridge is being raised 4 to 5 feet to provide a minimum of 2 feet of
freeboard above the Q100 water surface of El. 157.50. A design exception for waiving the
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requirement of 4 feet of freeboard above the Q50 water surface of El. 156.50 should be
considered during final design based on a hydraulic analysis of the site and potential local
flooding caused by the proposed elevated approach roadways.
Construction Cost:
Construction cost for Alternate #3 – Staged Bridge Replacement, Upstream Parallel Alignment is
estimated at $10.0 Million in 2009 dollars. This cost does not include other program costs such
as engineering, construction inspection, project administration, etc. See Section VII –
Construction Estimate for a detailed estimate of the construction cost. Construction costs are
conceptual in nature, and will be refined in final design.
Construction Duration:
Construction duration to replace the existing bridge is estimated at 27 months, which includes
demolition and removal of the existing bridge, construction of the new bridge in two stages and
utility relocations. Disruption to downtown traffic flow and circulation would consist of
approximately 16 months of the total project time. The future design-build Contractor will refine
the construction methods and schedule during final design.

4. Alternate #4 – Bridge Replacement, Upstream Parallel Alignment:
Alternate #4 involves replacing the existing bridge with a new bridge located on a parallel alignment
to the existing bridge, 49 feet upstream. This alignment allows the new bridge to be constructed in its
entirety without impacting the existing bridge, thus allowing the existing bridge to be open to all
traffic during construction, with only a minor 2 week disruption to traffic anticipated for final cutover work on the roadway approaches. The vertical alignment of the new bridge and approach
roadways will be raised approximately 4 to 5 feet in order to provide adequate freeboard (vertical
clearance) between the Q100 water elevation and the bottom of the new superstructure.
See Figures No. 3, 10, 11 and 14 for details associated with Alternate #4.
Description of Replacement:
SUPERSTRUCTURE: The new bridge will be a 4 span continuous structure consisting of
welded plate girders supporting a composite reinforced concrete deck slab with a bituminous
concrete overlay on membrane waterproofing. The concrete deck will have an out-to-out width
of 42’-4”, carrying an 11 ft.-wide travel lane in each direction with 6 ft. shoulders, in addition to a
5’ wide concrete sidewalk located on the northwest edge of bridge deck. Travel lanes are to have
a normal 2% cross slope, with shoulders sloped at 4%. Railings will consist of standard steel 4bar traffic / pedestrian railing along the sidewalk, and standard steel 4-bar bicycle railing on the
southeast edge of bridge deck. It is anticipated that girders will sit on steel-reinforced elastomeric
bearings, with longitudinal fixity developed through anchor bolts at Pier No. 2. Deck joints are
located at the abutments and are expected to be finger-type joints.
Proposed Span Configuration: 129.5’-160’-160’-129.5’, Total length = 579 ft.
Painted Steel vs. Weathering Steel: Welded plate girders fabricated from weathering steel are
recommended at this site. See discussion under Alternate #2 above.
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SUBSTRUCTURE: Concrete cantilevered type abutments with flared wingwalls are
recommended. Due to their location within or adjacent to the river channel and the history of
scour evident at the existing bridge site, abutment foundations shall utilize either spread footings
founded directly on bedrock, or deep foundations with piles or drilled shafts driven to bedrock
(refusal). Due to the proximity of the existing Route 116 / River Street intersection, the proposed
west abutment is recommended to occupy the same general location as the existing west
abutment. It is also recommended that the east abutment be located behind the existing east
abutment for easier construction and subsequent removal of the existing abutment. This will also
allow for removal of the earth build-out behind the existing abutment which projects into the
river, creating a more natural stream channel and eliminating the hydraulic contraction at this
location.
All three piers are located in the river and shall be mass concrete type with spread footings
founded directly on bedrock. The upstream nose of the piers shall be designed / shaped to
effectively break up or deflect floating ice and debris. A steel plate nosing is recommended on
the upstream nose of the piers to protect the pier concrete from ice and debris impact damage.
Cofferdams will be required to construct the abutments and piers in the dry, as well as confine
sediment and debris generated during construction. Cofferdams will also be required for the
removal of the existing abutments and piers.
Contractor access into the river during construction will be via barge or temporary trestle, likely
from the public boat launch area.
Design Life:
75 years for the new bridge.
Roadway Impacts:
This alternative moves the alignment of Route 116 upstream by 49’ allowing for a complete new
bridge to be built in one stage on the new alignment. As with Alternatives #2 & #3, in order to
achieve proper flood design standards for the replacement bridge, a new profile approximately 4’
to 5’ higher in elevation is required. The combination of the wholly relocated intersections and a
higher profile result in the lengthiest tie-ins for the Route 116 approaches, and for the side road
approaches along River Road and Front Street.
ROW Impacts:
With the bridge elevation coming up by approximately 4’ to 5’ and the intersections translating so
far to the north, Right of Way issues are the most significant with this alternative. The
redemption center and apartment building on the west side are definite takings, with the second,
third, and fourth properties up River Road needing slope easements. As learned in the Public
Meeting of December 16, 2008, the rise in profile grade of River Road (by approximately 4’-5’)
is not favorable due to loss of view of the river and the front lawn impacts. The new location and
raised profile also results in the most encroachment of the east embankment onto the boat launch
property. Though the launch can still function as normal, parking for the facility will be virtually
eliminated. Potential open space remaining on the south side of the intersection, in combination
with rework of the existing site, will be needed to maintain as much parking capacity as feasible.
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Utility Impacts:
Impacts to the utilities for this option are significant, but more manageable than in Alternatives #2
& #3. With all new construction, provisions can be made on the new bridge to support the
sanitary sewer force main and communication lines while the existing systems remain functional
on the existing bridge. These systems can then be transferred over, or permanently relocated, in a
more timely and planned manner. Coordination with (and funding for) the utilities will still need
to occur early in the construction schedule, however transfer to the new systems and actual
physical removal of the utilities can occur over a much longer timeframe.
Maintenance of Traffic:
Maintenance of traffic becomes the easiest under this scenario. The existing bridge will remain in
service for two-way traffic during the construction of the new bridge. Once the new bridge is
complete, two-way traffic will be transferred over to the structure, thus allowing for a smooth
transition and optimal in-town connectivity during construction.
Environmental Impacts:
The use of cofferdams is required for construction of the new abutments and piers, as well as for
the demolition of the existing abutments and piers. Cofferdams will allow for construction and
demolition to be performed in a dry condition and will contain debris and sediment within the
cofferdam cell. Installation and removal of cofferdams will result in local disturbance of the river
bottom. Cofferdam footprints will be minimized to lessen areas impacted environmentally.
Section 4(f) impacts are anticipated due to significant impacts to the public boat launch resulting
from 49’ upstream shift in the bridge and Route 116 alignment, the 4 to 5 ft. raising of the bridge
and approach roadway profile, as well as the reconfiguration of the Route 116 / Front Street
intersection. Parking in the boat launch area will be virtually eliminated, requiring that additional
parking be developed in the area to the downstream side of the new alignment.
Constructability:
This alternate offers the best constructability among the four design alternates evaluated. The 49’
shift in the new bridge alignment allows for the construction of the new bridge in a single stage,
which allows for standard bridge construction methods completely off-line. Utilities can be
easily and permanently relocated from the existing bridge onto any location on the new bridge.
Maintenance of Traffic is simplest, as the existing traffic patterns on the existing bridge and
approach roadway can be maintained undisturbed during construction of the new bridge.
Hydraulic Capacity:
The vertical profile of the new bridge is being raised 4 to 5 feet to provide a minimum of 2 feet of
freeboard above the Q100 water surface of El. 157.50. A design exception for waiving the
requirement of 4 feet of freeboard above the Q50 water surface of El. 156.50 should be
considered during final design based on a hydraulic analysis of the site and potential local
flooding caused by the proposed elevated approach roadways.
Construction Cost:
Construction cost for Alternate #4 –Bridge Replacement, Upstream Parallel Alignment is
estimated at $9.64 Million in 2009 dollars. It is anticipated that a life-cycle analysis of the 4
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alternatives from this study would show Alternative #4 having the least life-cycle costs among the
group in this study. This cost does not include other program costs such as engineering,
construction inspection, project administration, etc. See Section VII – Construction Estimate for
a detailed estimate of the construction cost. Construction costs are conceptual in nature, and will
be refined in final design.
Construction Duration:
Construction duration to replace the existing bridge is estimated at 20 months, which includes
demolition and removal of the existing bridge, construction of the new bridge off-line and utility
relocations. This design alternate allows for the shortest construction duration for replacing the
existing bridge due to construction being totally off-line from the existing bridge and the relative
simplicity of the utility relocations.

5. Alternate #5 – Bridge Replacement, Downstream Skewed Alignment:
Alternate #5 involves replacing the existing bridge with a new bridge located on a skewed alignment
compared to the existing bridge, 49’ downstream on the east and 147’ downstream on the west. This
alignment allows the new bridge to be constructed in its entirety without impacting the existing
bridge, thus allowing the existing bridge to be open to all traffic during construction, with only a
minor disruption to traffic anticipated for final cut-over work on the roadway approaches. The
vertical alignment of the new bridge and approach roadways will be raised approximately 4 to 5 feet
in order to provide adequate freeboard (vertical clearance) between the Q100 water elevation and the
bottom of the new superstructure. Due to the skewed nature of the bridge, the roadway will come to a
new four-way non-signalized intersection on the west side of the Piscataquis River.
See Figures No. 3, and 12-14 for details associated with Alternate #5.
Description of Replacement:
SUPERSTRUCTURE: The new bridge will be a 4 span continuous structure consisting of
welded plate girders supporting a composite reinforced concrete deck slab with a bituminous
concrete overlay on membrane waterproofing. The concrete deck will have an out-to-out width
of 42’-4”, carrying an 11 ft.-wide travel lane in each direction with 6 ft. shoulders, in addition to a
5’ wide concrete sidewalk located on the northwest edge of bridge deck. Travel lanes are to have
a normal 2% cross slope, with shoulders sloped at 4%. Railings will consist of standard steel 4bar traffic / pedestrian railing along the sidewalk, and standard steel 4-bar bicycle railing on the
southeast edge of bridge deck. It is anticipated that girders will sit on steel-reinforced elastomeric
bearings, with longitudinal fixity developed through anchor bolts at Pier No. 2. Deck joints are
located at the abutments and are expected to be finger-type joints.
Proposed Span Configuration: 130’-161’-161’-130’, Total length = 582 ft.
Painted Steel vs. Weathering Steel: Welded plate girders fabricated from weathering steel are
recommended at this site. See discussion under Alternate #2 above.
SUBSTRUCTURE: The west abutment (Abutment No. 1) shall be a standard concrete
cantilevered-type abutment with flared wingwalls and concrete transition barrier (end posts)
attaching to approach railing. The east abutment (Abutment No. 2) shall be a standard concrete
cantilevered-type abutment with a U-type northeast wingwall and a flared northwest wingwall
with concrete transition barrier for the northwest approach railing. Due to their location within or
adjacent to the river channel and the history of scour evident at the existing bridge site, abutment
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foundations shall utilize either spread footings founded directly on bedrock, or deep foundations
with piles or drilled shafts driven to bedrock (refusal). During final design, rock-socketing of any
proposed pile foundations shall be investigated and utilized if necessary to resist the design lateral
loads.
The proposed west abutment is recommended to be located approximately 25 feet beyond the
channel line (water’s edge). Due to the diverging river bank in the vicinity of the proposed east
abutment location, the east abutment shall be located essentially at the channel line, with the
channel being reconfigured and infilled in front of the proposed abutment stem.
All three piers are located in the river and shall be mass concrete type with spread footings
founded directly on bedrock. The upstream nose of the piers shall be designed / shaped to
effectively break up or deflect floating ice and debris. A steel plate nosing is recommended on
the upstream nose of the piers to protect the pier concrete from ice and debris impact damage.
Cofferdams will be required to construct the abutments and piers in the dry, as well as confine
sediment and debris generated during construction. Cofferdams will also be required for the
removal of the existing abutments and piers.
Contractor access into the river during construction will be via barge or temporary trestle, likely
from the public boat launch area on the east approach, and/or the ice rink property located on the
west approach..
Design Life:
75 years for the new bridge.
Roadway Impacts:
This alternative moves the alignment of Route 116 downstream by 49’ on the east and 147’ on
the west allowing for a complete new bridge to be built in one stage on the new alignment. As
with Alternatives #2, #3 & #4, in order to achieve proper flood design standards for the
replacement bridge, a new profile approximately 4’ to 5’ higher in elevation is required. With the
four-way intersection created on the west side the tie-ins to existing ground stay relatively short.
Actual length of approaches will be determined through traffic analysis of turn-lane needs, which
will be finalized in the RFP Design-Build process. The tie-ins on the east side are comparable to
the other alternates.
ROW Impacts:
With the bridge alignment being on a southerly skew, ROW Impacts are primarily focused on two
properties. The alignment bisects the Town of Howland Ice Rink on the west side and slightly
impacts the public boat launch on the east side. A small retaining wall is proposed on the north
easterly side to minimize the impact to the public boat launch. A full property take from the
Town will be required for the ice rink.
The reconfigured Route 116 / Route 155 intersection west of the bridge results in the taking of a
single commercial property (warehouse) on the southwest corner of the intersection. The east
side will require some small taking from Penobscot Hydro, LLC to accommodate the east
abutment and approach.
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Utility Impacts:
Impacts to the utilities for this option are the most significant. With all new construction,
provisions can be made on the new bridge to support the sanitary sewer force main and
communication lines while the existing systems remain functional on the existing bridge. These
systems can then be transferred over, or permanently relocated, in a more timely and planned
manner. Coordination with (and funding for) the utilities will still need to occur early in the
construction schedule, however transfer to the new systems and actual physical removal of the
utilities can occur over a much longer timeframe. In addition, the existing buried water line
located immediately downstream of the existing bridge will need to be relocated on the east
embankment to avoid the new bridge abutment and earthwork occurring there.
With this southerly skewed alignment, impacts to the overhead electrical transmission lines are
anticipated which will require provisions for relocation of these lines to be made, which will
likely incorporate the power transmission lines downstream between the east approach roadway
and the river embankment. A retaining wall approximately 120 feet in length is proposed to
minimize impacts to the utility’s property and maintain access to these transmission poles and
lines. Also impacted are the existing electrical distribution lines and CATV line, located
immediately downstream of the existing bridge which will require temporary relocation to
accommodate continuous operation.
Maintenance of Traffic:
Maintenance of traffic becomes the easiest, next to Alternate #4, under this scenario. The
existing bridge will remain in service for two-way traffic during the construction of the new
bridge. Once the new bridge is complete, two-way traffic will be transferred over to the structure,
thus allowing for a smooth transition and optimal in-town connectivity during construction. A
slightly more complex transition on the east side is anticipated due to the close proximity of the
proposed abutment to the existing roadway.
Environmental Impacts:
The use of cofferdams is required for construction of the new abutments and piers, as well as for
the demolition of the existing abutments and piers. Cofferdams will allow for construction and
demolition to be performed in a dry condition and will contain debris and sediment within the
cofferdam cell. Installation and removal of cofferdams will result in local disturbance of the river
bottom. Cofferdam footprints will be minimized to lessen areas impacted environmentally.
Section 4(f) impacts are anticipated due to impacts to the public boat launch, but are considered
minor.
Constructability:
This alternate offers few constructability issues, and was the case with Alternate #4, thus these
two alternatives offer the best constructability among the five design alternates evaluated. The
southerly shift in the new bridge alignment allows for the construction of the new bridge in a
single stage, which allows for standard bridge construction methods completely off-line. Utilities
can be easily and permanently relocated from the existing bridge onto any location on the new
bridge. Maintenance of Traffic is slightly more complex than Alternate #4, as the existing traffic
patterns on the existing bridge and approach roadway can be maintained undisturbed during
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construction of the new bridge except during the traffic transition from existing alignment to new
alignment. This transition will be a slightly longer duration than with Alternate #4 due to the
close proximity of the east abutment to the existing roadway.
Hydraulic Capacity:
The vertical profile of the new bridge is being raised 4 to 5 feet to provide a minimum of 2 feet of
freeboard above the Q100 water surface of El. 157.50. A design exception for waiving the
requirement of 4 feet of freeboard above the Q50 water surface of El. 156.50 should be
considered during final design based on a hydraulic analysis of the site and potential local
flooding caused by the proposed elevated approach roadways.
Construction Cost:
Construction cost for Alternate #5 –Bridge Replacement, Downstream Skewed Alignment is
estimated at $11.0 Million in 2009 dollars. This cost does not include other program costs such
as engineering, construction inspection, project administration, etc. See Section VII –
Construction Estimate for a detailed estimate of the construction cost. Construction costs are
conceptual in nature, and will be refined in final design.
Construction Duration:
Construction duration to replace the existing bridge is estimated at 20 months, which includes
demolition and removal of the existing bridge, and construction of the new bridge off-line.
Utility relocations are not included in the construction duration, as this effort will likely take
place in a pre-construction phase prior to construction. This design alternate allows for the
shortest construction duration (with Alternate #4) for replacing the existing bridge due to
construction being totally off-line from the existing bridge and the relative simplicity of the utility
relocations.

C. CONSTRUCTION ALTERNATIVE MATRIX:
(See Matrix on following page.)

D. CONSTRUCTION COST & SCHEDULE COMPARISION:

Construction Cost*
Construction
Duration
Traffic Impact
Duration

Alternate #1
$9.15 M
19 months

Alternate #2
$10.73 M
22 months

Alternate #3
$10.0 M
27 months

Alternate #4
$9.64 M
20 months

Alternate #5
$11.0 M
20 months

13 months

17 months

16 months

2 weeks

1 month

* Construction costs in 2009 dollars.
Although Alternative #1 – Full Rehabilitation of Existing Bridge offers a $490,000 savings in the initial
construction costs, it is expected that Alternate #1 would have the largest life-cycle costs of all the
alternatives evaluated due to higher anticipated maintenance costs and the need to replace the bridge in 50
years (vs. a 75 year life for a new bridge).
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E. CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION:
Alternate #5 – Bridge Replacement, Downstream Skewed Alignment, is the preferred alternative. This
recommendation is based on the improved functionality of a new bridge (conforming deck geometry and
hydraulic freeboard), increased structural capacity of a new bridge; greatest improvements horizontal and
vertical alignments of the east and west approach intersections, minimization of residential property
impacts along River Road, and the competitive life cycle costs expected. The downstream alignment
allows for a completely off-line alignment construction, which significantly simplifies bridge construction
and bridge-mounted utility relocation efforts, as well as practically eliminating impacts to Route 116
traffic across the bridge.
In total, the benefits of Alternate #5 are as follows:
• New bridge, resulting in 75 year design life with minimal maintenance
• Improved bridge geometry (deck widths, hydraulic freeboard, etc. conforming to current
standards).
• Full reconstruction of approach roadways, including east and west side intersections, resulting in
improved horizontal and vertical alignments.
• Vehicular and pedestrian traffic on Route 116 maintained in existing configuration at all times
until replacement bridge can be opened to traffic (only minor shoulder / lane closures expected
for approx. 1 month for final east approach roadway work).
• Constructability enhanced by off-line alignment, simplifying bridge construction, bridge-mounted
utility relocations, and maintenance of traffic.
• No right-of-way impacts or loss of the enjoyment of the river to the residential properties along
River Road.
• Short duration construction – 20 months (least of new bridge alternates).
Alternate #5 has some adverse impacts that were considered in this recommendation, but were not
considered significant enough to warrant a different recommendation. These adverse impacts are as
follows:
- The proposed downstream alignment of the new bridge requires costly relocation of the overhead
electrical transmission lines which are currently located downstream of the existing bridge. Also
impacted are the existing electrical distribution lines and CATV line, located immediately
downstream of the existing bridge which will require temporary relocation to accommodate
continuous operation.
- The proposed alignment of the new bridge bisects the Town of Howland’s seasonal ice rink
located on the west approach. Only a partial acquisition of the Town’s total property in that
vicinity is required. There are minor permanent ROW impacts on the existing public boat launch
area on the east approach, with some minor encroachment on the northeast corner of the property.
A small retaining wall is proposed on the easterly side of the property to minimize impacts, thus
reducing Section 4(f) impacts are anticipated due to the impacts on the public boat launch area.
- The proposed reconfiguration of the Route 116/ Route 155 intersection results in the full taking of
a commercial property located on the southwest corner of the intersection. The property is not
considered to be high value, and the public has not expressed any objections to this planned
acquisition.
In summary, Alternate #5 - Bridge Replacement, Downstream Skewed Alignment, is the preferred
alternative due to the increased capacity, reduced maintenance and improved functionality associated with
a new bridge and the associated approach roadways and intersections, negligible impact on traffic during
construction, and avoidance of right-of-way and other impacts to residential property (particularly those
on River Road).
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Maine Department of Transportation
Route 116 over the Piscataquis River, Bridge #3040
Howland, Maine
Construction Alternative Matrix
Evaluation Parameter
Construction Cost (2009 Dollars)

Alternative 1:
Full Bridge Rehabilitation

Alternative 2:
Bridge Replacement on Existing
Alignment

Alternative 3:
Staged Bridge Replacement, 32'
Upstream Parallel Shift

Alternative 4:
Bridge Replacement, 49' Upstream
Parallel Shift

Alternative 5:
Bridge Replacement, Downstream
Alignment

$9.15 million

$10.73 million

$10.00 million

$9.64 million

$11 million

Construction Duration

19 months

22 months

27 months

20 months

20 months

Traffic Impact Duration

13 months

17 months

16 months

2 weeks

1 month

Future Traffic Flow

Constructability

Major west-bound traffic movements get
Slight increase in "S" movement across Larger increase in "S" movement across
restricted to a future left turn
the river
the river
movement.

No change

No change

Significant rehabilitation with less
complex utility coordination and
maintenance of traffic.

Complex replacement due to up-front
utility relocation and maintenance of
traffic.

More complex staged bridge
construction with potentially complex
maintenance of traffic.

Standard bridge construction,
completely offline; utilities and
maintenance of traffic less complex.

Standard bridge construction,
completely offline; maintenance of
traffic less complex.

Rehabilitated structure, 50 year design
life, with full replacement following.

New Bridge Structure, minimal
maintenance required, 75 year design
life, with rehabilitation possible
following.

New Bridge Structure, minimal
maintenance required, 75 year design
life, with rehabilitation possible
following.

New Bridge Structure, minimal
maintenance required, 75 year design
life, with rehabilitation possible
following.

New Bridge Structure, minimal
maintenance required, 75 year design
life, with rehabilitation possible
following.

No improvement to west side adjacent
Full reconstruction of approaches,
intersection with minimal improvement
including both east and west side
to horizontal and vertical alignment on intersections with improved horizontal
east side.
and vertical alignments.

Full reconstruction of approaches,
including both east and west side
intersections with improved horizontal
and vertical alignments.

Full reconstruction of approaches,
including both east and west side
intersections with improved horizontal
and vertical alignments.

Full reconstruction of approaches,
including both east and west side
intersections with improved horizontal
and vertical alignments. Impacts up
River Road are eliminated.

Pedestrian and bicycle access curtailed Pedestrian and bicycle access eliminated
during rehabilitation.
during construction.

Pedestrian and bicycle access
maintained throughout construction.

Pedestrian and bicycle access
maintained throughout construction.

Pedestrian and bicycle access will need
coordination, but can be maintained
throughout construction.

Acquisition of 2 properties on the west
approach necessary with additional
slope easements and loss of river
enjoyment.

Acquisition of 2 properties on the west
approach necessary with additional
slope easements and loss of river
enjoyment.

Acquisition of ice rink property from the
Town on the west approach and utility
property on east approach necessary,
slope easements on the boat launch
probable, one building take at west
intersection to allow turning lane
necessary.

Bridge Operation and Maintenance

Highway Approach Design

Pedestrian/Bicycle Access

Row Impacts

Minor potential slope easements

Acquisition of 2 properties on the west
approach likely.

Utility Impacts

Maintenance of Traffic

Minor adjustments-to-grade. Facilities
remain active on existing bridge with no
relocation.

Complex utility coordination w/
potential temporary & permanent
relocations; very costly.

Traffic maintained at all times; use of
temporary I-95 Interchange required.
EMS concerns and inconvience to local
residents with loss of in-town
connectivity.

Traffic maintained at all times; use of
temporary I-95 Interchange required.
EMS concerns and inconvience to local
residents with loss of in-town
connectivity.

Minor slope work on the east side

Minor impact to boat launch on east
side.

No freeboard. Bottom of superstructure
(El. 155±) below
Q100 (El. 157.5)

Vertical profile of bridge and
approaches raised to provide 2' min.
freeboard above Q100.

Environmental Impacts 4(f)

Bridge Hydraulic Capacity

BEST

12/29/08

Relocated utilities onto replacement
Relocated utilities onto replacement
bridge structure; minimal disruption to bridge structure; minimal disruption to
patrons, significant associated costs
patrons, significant associated costs

Traffic maintained at all times; use of
one-way signalization required,
inconvience to local residents

Traffic maintained at all times: use of
existing structure until replacement
structure can be opened to traffic

More impact to boat launch on east side; Significant impact to boat launch on east
parking is reduced, boaters may be
side; parking is virtually eliminated,
required to park on south side of
boaters will be required to park on south
realigned roadway if space available.
side of realigned roadway.
Vertical profile of bridge and
approaches raised to provide 2' min.
freeboard above Q100.

Vertical profile of bridge and
approaches raised to provide 2' min.
freeboard above Q100.

WORST

Complex and immediate utility
coordination required. Relocated
utilities onto replacement bridge
structure; significant associated costs
with power utilities to be relocated up
front.
Traffic maintained at all times: use of
existing structure until replacement
structure can be opened to traffic (may
need temp. lane built).

Impact to boat launch minimized, ice
rink property impacted, easier 4(f)
property to mitigate.
Vertical profile of bridge and
approaches raised to provide 2' min.
freeboard above Q100.
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FOR ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS SEE FIGURE 10.
2. EXISTING BRIDGE TO REMAIN OPEN TO TRAFFIC
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IX.

GEOTECHNICAL REPORT

Preliminary boring logs provided by the Maine Department of Transportation are
included in this section of the Final Report.
A Baseline Geotechnical Report for the project is currently being developed by the Maine
Department of Transportation. This will be included as support documentation as a part
of the overall Design-Build RFQ/RFP process, commencing in late February, 2009.
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X.

HYDRAULIC DATA (DESIGN PEAK FLOWS)
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XI.

HISTORICAL BRIDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN

